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THE MERGING HEARTS LABYRINTH 

“Your life is a sacred journey.  It is about change, growth, discovery, movement, & transformation,
continuously expanding your vision of what is possible, stretching your soul, learning to see clearly
and deeply, listening to your intuition, taking courageous challenges at every step along the way.
You are on the path... exactly where you are meant to be right now... And from here, you can only
go forward, shaping your life story into a magnificent tale of triumph, of healing of courage, of
beauty, of wisdom, of power, of dignity, and of love."      -Caroline Adams
 

We are all on the path... exactly where we need to be. The labyrinth is a model of that
path. A labyrinth is an ancient symbol that relates to wholeness. It combines the imagery of the
circle and the spiral into a meandering but purposeful path. At its most basic level the labyrinth is
a metaphor for the journey to the center of your deepest self and back out into the world with a
broader understanding of who you really are. Labyrinths belong to the family of “Mandalas”
(Sanskrit for “circle that contain the Essence”). Circular patterns involving geometric designs
have been used as meditation & prayer tools in every corner of the world. The Christian “Rose
Windows,” Native American “Sand Paintings,” East Indian, “Yantras,” and Tibetan “Mandalas”
are some examples. 

Backstory: Merging Heart’s Labyrinth started as a vision of healing & empowerment for all. 
The buiding process: As we dowsed for the leylines to anchor our site, a Canada
Goose  (Elder  Wisdom  Medicine)  walked  over  and  sat  in  the  Center  of  our
Labyrinth site-not  leaving  until  the  dowsing was complete and we placed our
center stake right where she was sitting. We began our work sessions with:  “As
we begin this sacred work of creating the Merging Hearts Labyrinth, we wish to
honor the Spirits of Air~the winds of the 4 directions, gentle breezes & winds that
move the stars (chanting-“El”),The Spirits of Fire~our Sun, lightning that dances
in  the  sky,  molten  magma  (chanting-“Ka”),The  Spirits  of  Water~  Rain,
rivers,oceans, snow (chanting-“Leem”), & The  Earth~Our beloved mother, her

sand, her cliffs, her mountains, her soil  (chanting-“Om”). We do this to honor…our
Brothers~the  4  legged,  the  winged  ones,  water  children,  and  those  that  creep  &
crawl…Our  Sisters~the standing  people,  from mighty tree  to  smallest  flower…Our
own  Human Race~From our ancestors who first  walked this land, to our children’s
children, 7 generations distant. 
The very first thing that was placed in the Center of our Labyrinth was the Mt Shasta

Crystal activated in the eyes of a Crystal Skull by gifted healer Tuaca Kelly. Then Wayne Brooks pounded
in an 8ft Copper rod, seeing a bright light then rising up into the heavens… interestingly The Pyramid
Texts at Edfu tell us that when building a sacred site you must pierce the serpent first…the serpent being a



symbol of the ley or energy lines within the earth. Brenda Parke brought our first sacred site stones which
we placed in the four directions. 
From the beginning it has been our intention to create this labyrinth as a tool to help empower people who
walk it to receive all that they need. We wish to help manifest a world where every spirit, human, animal,
plant, and mineral, walks in harmony, & balance, health & joy, in the Way of Love. We asked that our
actions flow into this intention.  Every brick, stone, & plant etc. was placed with this intent.

Using our Labyrinth’s sacred site connections to enhance your walk. 
People have been called to bring into our Labyrinth stones, crystals, bark, & shells from

sacred sites all over the world~which means you may connect in with any of these energies. The
north side of our Labyrinth is concerned with Knowledge (stones from Ancient Rome & our
Archangel stone), while the south is concerned with Understanding (stones from Diamond Head
Crater,  Hawaii/Lemuria,&Peru  & the  Great  Pyramid  of  Egypt).  First  to  know,  and then  to
realize. The cross-axis from north to south is said to be that of Sophia/Mary (Divine Feminine)
and  the  wisdom  she  brings,  while  the  axis  from  west  to  east  is  man's  understanding  and
consciousness as he proceeds with this knowledge from our present existence, to the west (which
in our labyrinth contains the stones from Miletus & the Oracle Temple of Apollo a pilgrimage
interestingly called- the Sacred Way), & then to the sanctuary (rising sun) and the sacred, in the
east (our  stones  from  Athens,  Greece  {Theseus  &  Ariadne}  &  the  holy  city  of  the  early
Christians-Ephesus, Turkey). The labyrinth is man's path while the center is God's.

The lunations around the outside of the labyrinth have puzzled many people, for there are
112 of  them.  The  eighth  century  Arab  alchemist  Jabir  Hayyan divided  the  four  elementary
qualities (air, fire, water, & earth~El Ka Leem OM) into four degrees with seven subdivisions
giving a total of 112 positions which between them explained  all materials, liquids and gasses
found in manifest  creation.  (Remember for  Sophia’s wisdom you must  study all  things)  We
decided to make the rim of our Labyrinth, the shell  lunations, correspond  to “Nature's First
Pattern”, which means the radius of each petal is the distance between each lunation. We used
112 shells to represent the initial lunation pattern. Also, if you look at the sand pathways, you are
bound to see many footsteps. There are those who have gone before us and those that will come
after us. We are never alone on our journey in Life. What we do for ourselves, we do for all of
us. This is what Oneness means.  Long ago there were Dolphin Temples beneath the sea that
corresponded with sacred sites on land. Among the Greeks the Dolphin was the symbol of the
Christ. If you walk with bare feet in the sand of our labyrinth aware of the sea creatures/spiral
shells in the lunations you can connect with this at a deeper level.
GRAND MAYA ITZA Council Connection:

The ancient Mayas used to make spiritual journeys to the ancient ceremonial centers in
order to activate all the sacred sites from all around the world. Every Full Moon, Solstice &
Equinox, along with our brothers & sisters gathered together all around the Earth, we follow suit
here at  the Merging Hearts  Labyrinth.  We make a  spiritual  journey,  in  conjunction with the
Grand Maya Itza Council & Cosmic Mysteries School, to honor & release the wisdom at every
one of these sacred sites. These sacred sites hold information built into them in many ways. As
Mayan Shaman Hunbatz Men says, “Information is stored in stone and bone. When we do sacred
ceremony at these sites at specific times of the year it opens us up to previously unavailable
information. Just as the frequencies and intensities of solar energy affect and change the leaves
on trees at specific times of the year, solar frequencies at the vernal and autumnal equinox and
summer  and  winter  solstice  affect  and  change  our  nervous  systems,  allowing  our  energy
vibrational fields to match those of the planet. These changes lead to greater connection with our



universe, world and people on the planet, which are also vibrationally changing in this time of
change. This greater connection to Cosmic Consciousness leads to greater Wisdom.”
So our  Labyrinth  is  now connected  to  the  following sacred  sites…..  Bear  in  mind this  list
continues to grow daily as people return with stones & Gridworkers come here to connect.
France: Chartres Cathedral     England: Silbury Hill, Stonehenge
Scotland: Rosslyn Chapel, Praying Hands of Mary monolith, Acharn Falls, Ring of Brogar
Tibet: Earth Treasure Vase &  sand from Monks Mandala
Egypt: Great Pyramid, Cairo, Luxor-Abydos & Nile river, Mt Sinai 
Finland: Vaasa    Jordan: Dead Sea, Petra     Jerusalem: Sea of Galilee            
Spain: Tenerife Island, Basilica of the Black Madonna, Monserrat, Cathedral of St James 
de Compostela 
Italy: Roman Forum, Pompei,  Rome, Mt Subasio-Assisi (St Francis outdoor sanctuary)
Greece: Oracle Temple of Apollo, Delphi, Acropolis         Lebanon: Cedar Tree
Turkey: Shrine of Mary Milletus, Ephesus     Hungary: Dobogoko       Japan: Tongariyama
Cambodia: Angkor Wat, Angkor Thom       Indonesia: Surakarta       Vietnam: Hue
East Central Asia: Altai Mountains India: Taj Mahal, Vijayanagar, The Ganges, Varanasi 
South Africa: Johannesburg-cradle of Humankind                              Easter Island 
South America: Peru: Cusco, Mach Picchu, Nazca, Pisac, Lake Titicaca, Sipan
Algeria: Tanger   El Salvador: Tazumal, Bolivia: Tihuanaku, Vanezuela: Tucupita, 
Brazil: Praia Das    Guatemala: Tikal    Mexico: Teotihuacan, Uxmal, Palenque, 
Australia: Uluru       Jamaica: Blue Hole & Caves, Shrewsbury 
USA: NY: Niagara Falls, New York City, CA: Mt Shasta, Arrowhead Mtn, Redwoods, 
FL: Seminole Indian Res. Creston Florida, Orlando, Port Richey, Miami, & Key West,
4 corners, CO: Denver  Crysal Caves in Arkansas  Utah: Anasazi area  Grand Canyon,  
Havasupai Indian Reservation,  Diamond Head, Hawaii, OR: Crater Lake, Medford,  Reno 
NV, Santa Fe NM, Ohio: Serpent Mound, Newark Octagon & Great Circle Mound, Gellar 
Hill, Seven Caves, Signal Tree, Fort Ancient, Crystal Cave Put-in-Bay, Akron, Cleveland, 
Columbus, Conneaut, Cuyahoga Falls, Findlay, Hartville, Kent, Marble Head, Port 
Clinton, Ravenna, Youngstown, Gates of Isis, KOHI Stargate, Ancient 80

What Can our Labyrinth Do For You?   
1.  Focus & Meditation
2.  Insight/Guidance
3.  Increase intuition (connection with your Higher Self)
4.  Prayer and Healing
5.  Quiet time for yourself
6.  Stress reduction
7.  Balances the left and right sides of your brain
8.  Miracles
9.  Bring you closer to the Divine or whatever God means to you
10. Physical exercise - improves balance
11. Singing or chanting to raise your consciousness
12.  Whatever it is you are seeking
13.  Finding your passion/purpose



How to walk a labyrinth 
1.  Anoint yourself with sacred oil (calls forth your sacred essence), sprinkle the water collected 
in the large shells we have at the entrance on your head, or immerse yourself in the sage & sweet 
grass we have planted by the arbor entrance.
2.  State your name…this resonance acts as a key in all sacred sites to unlock just what you need       
to receive. 
3.   Set an intention of something you are desiring
4.   Say a prayer or mantra (OM)
5.   Ask for clarification or guidance on
something that is troubling you
6.   Pray for a healing for yourself or a loved
one
7.   Walk in silence and listen to the sounds,
feel the wind and temperature 
8.   Sing/chant honoring the 4 directions (EL
Ka Leem OM=Air, Fire, Water, Earth)
9.   Dance…make it a joyful experience
10. Reflect on your life

    The Sacred Art of Walking our Labyrinth
It is said that if you walk the labyrinth with the full dedication of a pilgrim, you won’t be

the same anymore upon exiting: the old “you” will be literally grounded and "peeled off" at the
threshold and a purified “you” will emerge, eager to tackle new directions in your life’s journey.
After this sacred  experience, the person is no longer the same: an overall change, the seeding of
a new direction, a series of insights, a special grace, an intuitive glimpse, an irrepressible smile...
some transformation has occurred. And it is not just in the mind or of the mind: it is a holistic,
multi-dimensional change. Your field of awareness is actually affected in more ways than may
immediately be apparent. Your entire Being is involved: this is Sacredness. There is a key to this
Sacredness and that is the Intention: to intensely desire a transformation, an answer, a solution,
an insight, a new feeling... to be willing to move forward in life, in consciousness & in spirit...to
be longing to enter the Great Mystery of Who We Are. Any activity approached with that clear
intention is a “Sacred Art”. Walking a labyrinth with intent can mean that the labyrinth is being
used to address a specific issue, help answer a question or make a decision, or connect on a
deeper level to your higher self and God.

There is no "right" or "wrong" way to walk a labyrinth~although it is helpful to quiet the
mind and open your heart. Once you find your own natural pace, you can acclimate yourself to
the rhythm of others. Your walking begins to flow with those around you. Remember that the
pattern of 180 degree turns-from tight ones to more spacious ones- provides a rhythm that the
psyche needs in order to calm down and open up. Being in an intuitive flow is one of the most
refreshing activities we can do. Images burst forth: unwinding, uncoiling, participating in the
cosmic dance. This flow is renewing and opens our creative channels. Being able to open the
doors to our intuitive world is of great value. The Labyrinth is a perfect symbol of the dance
between Soul & Spirit, says Jungian analyst Sylvia Senensky. And when the Soul & the Spirit
dance together on the physical plane, new capacities emerge, new ways of imagining the world
appear.  Whatever  you  choose  to  call  it-Sophia,  Holy  Spirit,  Mother  Goddess,  the  Divine
Feminine-it gives us another way of walking the Path of Life: softly, with a compassionate heart



and an open mind. We learn to walk in Beauty~ with a sparkle in our eye, smile on our hearts,
with a quiet, nonjudgmental perspective. We learn to walk respectfully with others, celebrating
our differences. All the world’s religious traditions in their most profound forms teach these
concepts. The Labyrinth allows us to experience them. 

1. See the walk as three parts to a whole experience. The Arbor entrance can be a place to
pause, state your name, reflect, or make prayer or intention for the spiritual walk
you are about to take. Walking the Labyrinth allows the mind to relax and become
aware. The walk around the design to the center can be a "letting go" - a quieting
of the thoughts, worries, lists of tasks to do, a letting go unto the experience of
being  present  in  the  body.  You  may  walk  with  your  palms  down  (releasing
position) to the center. You will notice the path turns left, right, and roundabout. It
is thought by many that moving through a labyrinth with its left and right turns
helps one shift  out  of  the  linear,  highly  verbal  left  brain to  the  more  spatially
oriented, intuitive right brain. The labyrinth is such an exercise in "team building"
between the left and right brains, forcing them to cooperate on a task in which they

must  both  learn  to  trust  and compromise.  You trace  back and forth  and  around and
around. Just as you feel you are again being steered away from the center.... you arrive.

2.  Arrival at the center rosette - a place of prayer/meditation - "letting in" Gods guidance, the
Divine into our lives. When you reach the center, you can turn your palms up to receive the gifts
of peace, strength, & guidance to make your insight manifest. You are now at the heart of the
Mandala, the place of illumination, insight, clarity, & focus. You have arrived at the point of
unity and here you may experience various levels of Oneness. Your feeling at the center might
be, “a relaxed and attentive alertness.” Now you have numerous options. You might look closely
at the central geometric pattern which is called “The Flower Of Life” or simply close your eyes
and relax for a time. You could also use this energy in the center to recharge yourself. 
* You might choose to ask a question~if you are in touch with your guides and or guardian
angels, ask for their help. Call on your natural intuitive powers and trust you will receive the
answer. You can also use this labyrinth, with gratitude, to help release unwanted energies in your
life such as confusion, worry, sadness, fear, guilt, pain, disease, etc. You might want to visualize
them dissolving in the Violet  Flame of Infinite Perfection.  Do whatever resonates for you…
remember that our labyrinth's potential is endless. You might say a prayer or repeat a Mantra.
You might even sing/chant. Be creative and trust your intuition. Project something good.  Our
labyrinth contains stones/crystals from sacred sites all over the earth, so prayers for our world
will be especially powerful. The universe will hear your message and anything that feels right is
fine. 
3. When your time at the center is complete, simply reverse the process and come out again. The 
walk out "letting out" takes us back into our lives, empowered by spirit to transform our lives 
and actions. The power of the Labyrinth comes from your experience – from what you bring to 
it. Each time you walk the Labyrinth, it is a new experience. If you come upon another person, 
move to the right to let them pass and then reenter your path. If you accidentally move any 
stones out of place, please reposition them for the next person. As you leave the labyrinth, enter 
the arbor & turn to face the center and bring your palms together for a prayerful/grateful end to 
your walk. Remember to bring some of the calmness and stillness with you as you reenter the 
ordinary world.



King Solomon & the Queen of Sheba  ~
It is said that long ago in the Temple of Solomon, King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba 
“created the labyrinth with its 11 paths in and out as a new tabernacle, where fully awakened 
men and women may find there is no separation between themselves and God.”
According to legend, the design of the Labyrinth at Chartres was brought to France by the 
Knights Templar after their return from Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem in 1100s. The Merging 
Hearts Labyrinth is a replica of the Labyrinth at Chartres Cathedral…so that by walking it we 
can revive this ancient wisdom.

     Specific Uses for Healing and Transformation-  Center
The 6 petals offer many layers of symbols that you may find helpful to work with. This includes
the 6 days of Creation, the rose is symbolic of Jesus & Mary, & rebirth. 6 is also the symbol of
Aprodite-the Goddess of Love (also linked with the story of Ariadne, Theseus & the Minotaur).
The fleur de lis pattern or “flower of light” between each petal of black stones are symbolic of
lilies (the sacred marriage) and the 3 rays of light that were used by the Cathars and Egyptian
Pharoah Akhenaten & our Three-fold Flame. 3 also = Holy Trinity. 

As Lauren Artress states: “Each petal has a different vibrational quality to it. As you stand
at the entrace of the center, going around the petals clockwise from left to right, the first on the
left is symbolic of the  mineral kingdom. The second is the  plant kingdom. The third is the
animal kingdom. The fourth is the elemental kingdom. The Fifth is the human kingdom. The
last has many names: the Mysteries, the Heavenly Realms, Angelic Kingdom or the Kingdom
of Ascended Masters. You do not need to know what symbol a petal represents when you’re in
the labyrinth. You can look up the symbolism later. Simply follow your body. When you enter
the center, allow a petal to choose you and go there to meditate if possible. If there is another
person in that petal, go there in your mind’s eye. See what is offered there. It is important that
this  not  be a  process  of  the  thinking mind,  but  an intuitive calling forth  to  what  may need
attention in your being. You can use the petals for a specific focus or intent. If I want to check in
with my health, I go to the mineral petal. If I have a friend in the hospital, I go pray in the human
petal. Make up your own method as you gain experience with the Labyrinth.” 

The center of many Medieval labyrinths (Chartres, Lucca, Amien’s, Cremona) used to
contain plaques depicting Theseus killing the Minotaur with his love-Ariadne- holding the thread
which was to show him the way home. There must be something important in the heart of this
myth for it to be placed in the center…
In one  such labyrinth  in  Italy,  the  center  explains:  "This  is  the  labyrinth  which  the  Cretan
Daedalus constructed, out of which nobody could get who was inside, except Theseus. Nor could
he have done it unless he had been helped by Ariadne's thread, All for Love.”  Interestingly, this
hints that the Minotaur/Monster within was more than what most people thought- without the
wisdom & love of Ariadne, Theseus would have failed in the end, because for him the labyrinth
was a maze—an entangling confusion symbolic of the unconscious. Only Ariadne's thread can
show  him  the  way  home  (Om)  after  he  has  killed  the  forces  of  the  ego.  By  guidance
(Sophia/Wisdom)  the  Divine  Feminine  within  humanity  (Ariadne)  shows  him  (Theseus  the
pilgrim,) how to reach into the unconscious (Center) to find enlightenment (understand who he
really is). AND ALL FOR LOVE...



Observe from the overlay of the labyrinth on the icon of the Christos, that the cross
bars  of  the  crucifix  in  the  halo  of  the  icon  are  reflected  in  the  design  of  the
labyrinth.  Note that when the pilgrim has reached the  exact  center  point  of the
labyrinth, he finds himself allegorically at the mind's eye of the Christ, a place of
great  love,  peace,  joy,  forgiveness,  healing,  and  discernment. Many  view  the
Christ/Unity Consciousness as the light of the world. See the flames of the corona on
the edge of his halo echoed in the cusps around the circumference of the labyrinth.
When entering  the  center,  you are literally  in  the Christ  mind.  The Christ  mind
creates an enlightened state of mind—Oneness with all Creation.

In the center using your body as pillars, create the Temple Space (Love)
Some like to call forth certain trees to join with us in making the temple pillars in the petals 
(Cedar, Willow, Maple, any Fruit/nut tree, Pine, Oak or whatever tree resonates with you)

Jeshua’s Prayer of the Rose

Faith petal-Our Father who is benevolent and Reigns in Heaven,
Your names are hallowed and sacred
Surrender petal-Your kingdom come, thy will be done,
Service petal-On Earth as it is in Heaven
Abundance petal-Give us this day our daily bread, the Manna
Forgiveness petal-And forgive us for our errors & debts as we
forgive all others
Strength petal-Keep me on the path of righteousness & deliver me
from temptations. 
Cente  r=For Mine is the Kingdom, Power, & Glory of Love forever
*for more information on this please read Kathleen McGowan’s books: The Expected One, The 
Book of Love, and Source of Miracles

Petal information:
*Starting from the left, in our Faith petal is a sacred scallop shell from Compostela, Spain
*In the Surrender petal we have placed a sacred stone from Serpent Mound activated during the
Mayan Ceremony of the Crystal Skulls
*In the Service petal we have placed a bee comb to honor the ancient tradition of “honey for the
Mistress of the Labyrinth”
*In the Abundance petal, along with our nest of eggs, we have placed stones from Peru
*In the Forgiveness petal is the sacred white stones from the Sea of Galilee & St. Francis outdoor
sanctuary on Mt Subasio, Assisi, Italy
*In the Strength petal we have placed the stone from the 3 Newark Earthworks sites: Octagon
Mound, Great Circle Mound and Gellar Hill
 *In the Center is our Mt Shasta Crystal, Copper rod, & Love heart with chakra color stones

  And  as  strangers  &  friends  alike  meditate--walking  together,  elbow  to  elbow--they
become connected in invisible and nonverbal ways. There becomes a deeper understanding of
our Oneness. As one follows the footsteps in the sand of the others who have walked this same
path, we are reminded that we are never alone on our journey through life. The Labyrinth is



unique in how it meets people where they are and nourishes them according to their needs. The
winding path of the labyrinth offers images of love, healing and hope. It offers steadiness &
reliability when we are filled with fear and doubt. This path of grace opens & links our hearts,
minds, & bodies. It awakens us when we are just drifting unconsciously thru our lives, to the
extraordinary gifts of insight which we can understand, experience & feel once again in our
connection with the Holy and the most Sacred.

In sync with the mission of Merging Hearts, it’s healing potential links Body, Mind,
and Spirit.  Please join us every month for our Full Moon Labyrinth Walks usually at
7pm. There will be singing, chanting, drumming, Native American flute music, and/or
candle-lit  silence  connecting with  people  at  other sacred sites  around the  world  for
healing ceremonies. Check the newsletter for monthly Labyrinth activities facilitated by
Robin Tirrell (rtirrell@ameritech.net). 

There  are  also  many  other  ways  to  walk  the  labyrinth…Chakra  Walk,  Four-Fold
Hebrew Path, & Zodiac Walk-just to name a few. If you would like information on these other
options,  please  contact  us. Thanks  to  all  of  those  who  held  our  vision  of  healing  &
empowerment, and helped in the making of our sacred Labyrinth. It is our hope that you walk it
as often as needed. We are blessed... 

mailto:rtirrell@ameritech.net

